
 
 

Twitter Tips: How to be Effective - FAST  
 
What is Twitter? Twitter is one of the newest forms of social media and it is exactly what you chose to make it.  It is classified by many as 
“micro-blogging”.  Twitter is defined as a simple status updating application.  The term “micro-blogging ” evolved because the length of a 
message sent out by a user is limited to 140 characters or less. In other words, whatever it is that you have to “say”, brevity is the soul of wit.  
So let's make it work for us!  
 
1) First you need to sign up and it is Free!  Go the Twitter home page: http://twitter.com/  Click on the “Get Started - Join” link, and register.  
Select a name to use on twitter and what name will appear to the public so your friends can find you.  Be sure to add a photo for a visual 
image to appear with your tweets and complete your profile so people will know a little about you and have a reason to follow you. 
 
2) Devices: In addition to internet application, the option exists to use with a mobile phone. You can enter your number and receive updates 
from your Twitter id. If you opt to have updates sent to your phone, any charges associated with receiving text messages are based on your 
particular mobile plan. You can do it entirely from your computer or a combination of phone and computer.  You can turn the phone on and off 
for days when you are away from your computer.  
 
3) Notices: Pertains to your preferences regarding receiving emails from Twitter each time you receive particular kind of messages to your 
Twitter id.  
 
Let's Tweet Now! Messages (noted by Twitter as “updates”) are called “Tweets”. The word tweet is both a noun and a verb: “I sent out a 
tweet” or “I tweeted about that today”. So tweeting is the media that conveys information, but the emphasis here is on the word social.  The 
interactive aspect of Twitter is based on “Followers” and “Following”.  These numbers appear below your avatar and username as follows:  
Following - People who interest you, whose Tweets you would like to read, and with whom you’d like to interact.  
Followers - People who are interested in you, who want to read your Tweets, who might wish to interact with you  
Updates - The number of Tweets you’ve sent out, ever.  
Home - This is the overview of messages from all of the people whom you are following as they occur.  
@Replies - Tweets sent to you by other Twitter users through the public venue using “@” symbol (so search for @scrosnoe or your name) 
Direct Messages (DM) - Tweets sent to users privately not on the public broadcast (for sending email, phone #, or address that you do not 
want to publicly broadcast)  
Retweeting (RT) - RT is resending someone else's tweet.  It is nice to include their name at the front and add hashtags for higher impact.  
Favorites - Tweets a user has decided to flag for future reference. (the little star - just touch it!)  
Everyone - ALL tweets sent out through Twitter. (Yes, this is an overwhelming amount of information. But, it’s amusing to occasionally click 
this button.)  
 
How can these features be used to shape the Twitter experience?  It’s up to you how you will chose to use Twitter.  You could start 
tweeting to “Twitterland” and some people will will follow you.  To give you some idea of how hard it would be to “be heard” by anyone, though, 
just click on that “Everyone” option. In order to begin seeking out people who share your common interests, there are methods and tools 
available to find them.  
 
Search is the key to Success on Twitter (and it is now in the upper right corner).  You can enter any word or phrase into the search box 
you wish, then click the “Search” button.  This is usually the fastest way to find a stream of tweets from a particular user.  Once you have a 
large number of followers, scrolling randomly backwards through your home page stream is far too time consuming.  However, the most 
effective searches use another key Twitter tool - the hashtag.  
 
Hashtags are a community-driven convention for adding additional context to tweets and to create ”groupings” on Twitter, without having to 
change the basic service. You create a hashtag simply by prefixing a word with a hash symbol: #hashtag. So hashtags make for more 
effective searches.  If you put the “#” symbol in front of your search term, it will reveal people who have not just randomly mentioned the word 
in their tweet which formed the basis of your search, but a purposeful placement of a hashtag in their tweet, communicating to others on 
Twitter who are interested in that subject.  In politics, the two most widely used hashtags are #tcot and #topprog.  Recently one of the most 
popular politics-related hashtag was #teaparty.  It has periodically appeared among the top three trending hashtags on the site.  
 
[Note 1: States - Special groups have been created for each state that follow the format http://oktcot.ning.com for Oklahoma.   You are 
invited to join the Oklahoma group. For that group use #oktcot as a hashtag and tweets that contain #oktcot will appear on the home page.  
This is very useful in connecting with others on Oklahoma politics!]  
 
[Note 2: #R3s - when we want you to see something on twitter relative to our efforts we use #R3s on the tweet. Anyone can use it on tweet 
they want others to see. Then you search on #R3s and find friends and interesting tidbits to reply to as well all in one easy place! For example 
#R3s feed appears on our website, so tweets that include #R3s appear on the page until they roll of and area always searchable further back]  
 
A few more tips to help and you are ready to go Tweet!  Try to keep your follower / following ratio as equal as possible.  When someone 
opts to follow you, send them a DM thanking them.  Try to say something personal you noted about their picture, background, bio, or one of 
the tweets in their stream, because the personal touch is best!  Using searches and noting people’s tweets by making some remark in reply or 
asking a question engages you in dialogue with others. We are after all winning hearts and minds as we go by what we do and say and how 
we say it.  People can often see your smile in the words you write (as well as your growls).  It is all about multiplying the messages and 
spreading the truth!  
 
Additional Twitter Tools Available Online: Bytestyle.tv tutorial; Viddler.com twenty minute Twitter tutorial video; Tweetdeck; Tweet Grader; 
Twitterific; Tweet Grid; Blip.fm; TwitPic and lots more online with links!  
 
   More details / links / graphic aids: http://r3publican.wordpress.com (website for #R3s)  
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